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EUROPE
Ukraine: Divisions Increase Between Russia and the West
Recent figures from the United Nations (UN) estimate that more than four million people have fled Ukraine since Russia
launched its invasion last month, while a further 6.5 million people have been displaced inside Ukraine itself. People have
flocked in their hundreds of thousands to parts of western Ukraine to cross over to neighbouring countries in a bid to flee
intense fighting. More than half of the four million people leaving Ukraine have done so via its land border with Poland,
with over 2.3 million Ukrainian refugees crossing recorded to date. Around 610,000 people are estimated to have fled to
Romania - many of whom travelled via Moldova, which has recorded almost 390,000 border crossings (the highest
concentration of refugees per capita). Hungary has received close to 370,000 refugees so far, and Slovakia has reported
over 281,000. Interestingly, a sizeable 351,000 people are thought to have fled to Russia; however, it is unclear how many
of this number are Russian citizens, or people who have been forcibly displaced by Russian troops. Belarus – Russia’s main
ally in its war on Ukraine – has received the least Ukrainian refugees so far, with just over 11,000 reported.
Refugees are offered food and medical care and have been able to stay in reception centres if they are unable to find
lodging with friends or relatives in neighbouring countries. The impact this has had on surrounding European countries has
been considerable, with Poland saying it needs increased EU funding in order to host the numbers fleeing there. The EU
has issued a blanket right to Ukrainians fleeing the war, enabling them to stay and work in all 27 member states for up to
three years. This blanket right includes access to social welfare, housing, medical treatment, and schooling. The move
allows refugees to travel further afield throughout Europe – thus lessening the pressure on countries neighbouring
Ukraine. Moldova has also appealed for international help in dealing with the large numbers of refugees arriving.
Meanwhile, NATO has doubled troop deployment in its eastern flank in Europe and has said the alliance will help Ukraine
prepare for possible chemical, biological, and nuclear threats from Russia. Earlier in March, a series of major summits were
held in Brussels as Western leaders brainstormed ways to increase pressure on Russia, without declaring war themselves.
NATO has repeatedly resisted calls from Kyiv to impose a no-fly zone over Ukraine, as doing so would risk direct
confrontation with Russia. Ukraine’s aspirations to join NATO have been a key factor in Russia’s motivation for invading,
as Moscow has long been opposed to NATO’s expansion to former Soviet states in eastern Europe. Despite the Kremlin’s
clear opposition to NATO, it has been very careful to avoid any moves which might constitute a military assault on the
three NATO members which share a border with Russia: Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. It is to these three NATO and EU
member states that increased military assistance from the West has been concentrated. The deployment signals the
readiness of Europe to respond quickly and effectively should the war in Ukraine spread.
NATO and Europe appear united on the military preparedness front and have also introduced sweeping sanctions on
Russia. Bans and sanctions imposed on Russia apply to the following: military goods and mercenaries; flights; luxury
goods; oil and gas; assets of specified Russian individuals and organisations. Other financial measures have also been
introduced, including the freezing of Russia’s central bank assets, along with the removal of some Russian banks from the
international financial system SWIFT. The diplomatic isolation of Moscow has led to widespread expulsions as more and
more European countries begin to sever political ties with Russia. Meanwhile, Russian President Vladimir Putin has accused
Western leaders of war-mongering rhetoric, claiming the anti-Russo agenda of the West has exploited the situation in
Ukraine and further fuelled war in the region.
The geopolitical implications of the war in Ukraine have been to exasperate pre-existing tensions – amplifying the
ever-increasing divide between the West and Russia. From 1 April, all foreign nations buying oil and gas from Russia will be
required to pay in roubles or face a total suspension. The move is intended to raise the value of Russian currency but has
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also been described by Putin as a response to sanctions imposed by Europe and the West, as part of what Putin described
as an “economic war” which had already been running for several years. Russian gas accounts for approximately 40 percent
of the EU’s natural gas imports, with Germany and Italy importing the most Russian gas worldwide. If Russia were to stop
supplying gas into Western Europe, these two countries would be made especially vulnerable. To combat this, Italy and
Germany both have plans to switch fuel sources in the event of an emergency which would see them open up coal-fired
power plants. Heating prices would rise further, with demand increasing exponentially for supplies from other gas
exporters, such as Qatar, Algeria, or Nigeria.
Over the weekend, news of large numbers of civilians allegedly being killed by Russian forces in the town of Bucha, near
Kyiv, has generated international shock and sparked calls from world leaders for further, tougher, sanctions on Russia.
Global condemnation of perceived war crimes by Russia comes after at least 20 people wearing civilian clothes were found
dead in the streets of Bucha. Hundreds more corpses are also said to have been found in other towns in the outskirts of
Kyiv following the withdrawal of troops. Ukraine has accused Moscow of allowing Russian troops to orchestrate a
“deliberate massacre”, while Russia has denied the killings, calling the accusations war propaganda. Unconfirmed reports of
similar massacres throughout Ukraine have sparked concern over the widespread systematic killings of Ukrainian civilians
by Russian forces. French President Emmanuel Macron is among world leaders calling for stricter sanctions on Russian coal
and oil exports in light of “clear indications of war crimes”, while German officials have called on the EU to consider a ban
on Russian gas imports – something it has been reluctant to do so far because of the expected impact on European
consumers. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is expected to announce new sanctions in the next few days.
As peace talks and negotiations continue, there has been increased doubt throughout Europe over whether Moscow can
be held at its word in relation to promises to de-escalate fighting in northern Ukraine in exchange for a ‘neutral’ Ukraine.
Russian promises have yet to materialise into any observable difference on the ground, meanwhile there has been
substantial increase in Russian military activity in eastern Ukraine. Kyiv has warned that Russian forces are regrouping
instead of withdrawing, in a potentially deliberately misleading strategised move. Distrust runs deep between both sides,
making ceasefire deals hard to mediate for third parties, and even harder to uphold. Russia’s well-documented tendency to
say one thing whilst doing another has resulted in widespread suspicion throughout the continent, meaning the whole of
Europe will need more substantial security guarantees than empty promises if a realistic peace deal is to be reached.
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Italy
10 March 2022: Belarusian embassy targeted in attack
The Belarusian embassy building on Via delle Alpi Apuane in
Rome has reportedly been targeted by vandals in an attack
on Wednesday. The embassy’s compound was targeted by
unidentified assailants who threw what are thought to have
been explosive devices into the premises before fleeing the
scene. At least one of the devices reportedly exploded,
although no major damage or casualties have been
reported. The attack is likely to have been motivated by
Belarus’ role in the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Sweden
15 March 2022: Tranas school stabbing reported
A stabbing incident has allegedly been reported in a school
in Tranas, Smaland. The incident apparently occurred on
Tuesday morning at around 08:00 local time, when a school
student reportedly attacked a member of school staff with
a knife at a school in the Gillesgatan area of Tranas. The
victim is said to be receiving treatment for their injuries, and
the police have detained the student.
Spain
15 March 2022: Russian yacht detained in Mallorca
A yacht linked to a Russian oligarch has been detained by
the Spanish authorities in Mallorca. The Lady Anastasia owned by Alexander Mikheyev, who is under EU sanctions
- cannot leave the marina of Port Adriana in Mallorca. The
detention of the ship comes in accordance with an EU
decision to block assets owned by a list of wealthy Russians
and oligarchs with links to Russian President Vladimir Putin.
Switzerland
18 March 2022: Four arrested after football fans clash in
Basel
Four people have been arrested following clashes
between football fans in Basel on Thursday night. The
clashes erupted outside the St Jakob-Park stadium as FC
Basel and French club Olympique Marseille played each
other in a Europa Conference League match. Two people
were arrested and two French police officers were injured
when the sides played each other in the first leg in France
last week.
Belgium
20 March 2022: Six killed after car hit crowd in southern
Belgium
At least six people have been killed and dozens more
wounded after a car hit a crowd of people in southern
Belgium. The incident happened early on Sunday morning
in the town of Strepy-Bracquegnies, 50km south of
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Brussels. “It is an accident, a tragic one. The car hit the
group and tried to carry on but it was quickly stopped by
the police,” said police spokeswoman Cristina Ianoco. The
driver was detained at the scene, while an investigation into
the incident has been launched.
UK
23 March 2022: RMT union block Liverpool Port
Protesters have reportedly blocked access to the Port of
Liverpool in the Seaforth area of the city on Wednesday.
The protesters are members of the Rail, Maritime, and
Transport (RMT) trade union and among them are
understood to be a number of supporters and former
employees of shipping giant P&O. The protest has been
staged to demonstrate against the dismissal of some 800
P&O workers earlier this month.
Germany
24 March 2022: Hamburg stabbing kills one
One person has been killed amid a recent stabbing incident
in the northern city of Hamburg. The stabbing allegedly
occurred on Wednesday afternoon, at around 16:00 local
time in a private residential apartment on Ropraredder
Street. According to reports, there were no witnesses and
no suspects have been identified thus far as police
investigations get underway. Details surrounding a possible
motive also remain unclear.
Serbia
29 March 2022: Zajecar shooting kills three
Three people have allegedly died amid a recent shooting
incident in Zajecar. The incident was reported on Tuesday
morning, having occurred in Zajecar overnight, during the
hours of 22:00 and 02:00 local time. According to local
reports, police launched an immediate operation following
the fatal shooting, which occurred on 2 Septembra Street.
While three fatalities have been confirmed, another three
people were also injured. The suspect is reported to be
among those killed, along with one police officer.
Netherlands
30 March 2022: Two killed in shooting at McDonalds,
Zwolle
Two people have been killed in a shooting at a
McDonald’s restaurant in the northern city of Zwolle.
According to local reports, two men were eating inside the
restaurant at around 18:00 on Wednesday when a gunman
entered and opened fire on them. Police said they were
hunting for the assailant and appealed for witnesses to
assist with their investigation.
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AFRICA
Russia’s Growing Influence
During the UN General Assembly vote to demand Russia’s immediate withdrawal from Ukraine on 2 March, African
countries had a varied response. Out of 54 African member states, 28 voted in favour of the resolution, 17 abstained, and
eight did not vote. One state, Eritrea, voted against the resolution.
While Africa’s voting record on this resolution is likely a shock to some, this result may be an expected development in
the broader context of Africa-Russia relations. Russia has close ties with many African states that go back decades. It is a
historic relationship that some states are not willing to jeopardise for fear that they may lose access to key political and
economic opportunities. In turn, Russia has leveraged this relationship to gain influence and become an increasingly
prominent player in security efforts on the continent.
Security Engagement
Russia has indirectly been involved in security initiatives in Africa through military companies such as the Wagner Group.
The private but state-linked military contractor has exerted Russia’s influence by providing security services to
authoritarian leaders and engaging in counter-insurgency operations in exchange for material resources.
In the Central African Republic (CAR), it is estimated that over 2,000 Wagner operatives have allegedly been helping to
safeguard the regime of President Faustin-Archange Touadéra and are working to drive out rebel groups active across the
country. The start of their engagement in 2018 coincided with the Central African government’s granting of gold and
diamond mining licences to Russian mining companies.
Wagner operatives were also deployed in Mali in December 2021, months after a coup led by junta leader Assimi Goïta.
Over 800 Wagner operatives are in Mali, contracted by the junta to train Malian defence forces and provide security
services for the military government during its delayed transition to civilian rule. The true scope of Wagner’s activities has
not been determined, but sources say that Wagner-affiliated geologists and lawyers have also been sent to Mali. This
suggests that much like in the CAR, Russia may be interested in mining ventures in exchange for its military support.
While Russia gains access to resources in exchange for indirect military support in countries with vulnerable regimes and
embattled leaders, the civilians in these countries reap little to no benefits from the presence of mercenaries in their
country. The Wagner Group has been condemned by the EU, the US and the UN as it has been widely accused of human
rights violations, war crimes, and the seizure of oil and gas fields.
Western Resentment
For many African states a closer relationship with Russia strains relationships with the West, particularly amid Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. In the case of the CAR, further engagement with Russia risks souring the country’s relationship with
Western allies that have traditionally provided financial support. However, pre-existing Western resentment in some
African states is a contributing factor to closer relations with Russia.
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In February, French President Emmanuel Macron announced that French troops would be ending operations in Mali after
nine years of engagement in counter-insurgency operations in the country. The move followed calls from Mali’s military
government for the former colonial ruler to withdraw its troops amid a rapidly deteriorating relationship between the two
countries, fuelled by public mistrust and dissatisfaction with counter-insurgency efforts. As French troops have begun their
withdrawal from Mali, it has been reported that Wagner operatives are taking over their military positions.
There has also been public discontent with France’s role in security operations in Burkina Faso, where the military’s
frustration with stalled progress in security operations was the primary motivation for a coup in late January of this year. It
is expected that Burkina Faso’s junta will be the next to welcome Wagner operatives in the fight against insurgency as the
military government starts to point its interests away from France and toward Russia.
Russian engagement in Africa, particularly in the Sahel, can be described as a strategic transaction that plays to state
interests. As Russia indirectly shores up influence in the region and gains access to material resources, state leaders receive
protection and a partner to address security issues within their borders.
As some African states continue distancing themselves from Western security allies, they have left a gap for Russia to fill.
The use of Wagner operatives could be an attractive option to African leaders after decades of conditional and often
ineffective support from Western counterparts. However, the relationship may only yield diminishing returns if these
leaders do not prioritise the interests of their citizens.
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DR Congo
12 March 2022: Dozens killed in train crash in south-east
At least 60 people have been killed and 50 others wounded
in a train crash in south-eastern DR Congo. The freight train
was travelling to the mining town of Tenke in Lualaba when
it derailed late on Thursday night. Seven of the 15 carriages
reportedly fell into ravines at the site of the crash, outside
the village of Buyofwe. The victims were believed to have
been stowaways.
South Africa
14 March 2022: Five killed following shooting in Cape
Town
Five people were shot and killed in Khayelitsha, Cape Town
on Monday morning. It has been reported that unknown
suspects entered an informal settlement at Monwabisi Park
in Endlovini and started shooting at residents. The incident
is being investigated and police have launched a manhunt
to track down the suspects.
Somalia
14 March 2022: Hundreds of al-Shabaab militants killed
following US drone strikes
On Sunday, the Somali government announced that more
than 200 al-Shabaab militants were killed at their base in
Central Somalia following US drone strikes. Several top
al-Shabaab officials were reportedly among the victims. The
airstrikes targeted the settlement of Hareri Gubadle, located
near Wabho Township in Galgaduud region. The raid was
conducted during a joint operation involving the Somali
National Army (SNA) and the US military. The date of the
airstrikes has not been disclosed.
Mozambique
15 March 2022: Three minors kidnapped in Cabo Delgado
Three minors were kidnapped following an attack by
unknown armed suspects in Macomia, Cabo Delgado
on Monday. The victims were abducted in the village of
Nova Zambézia on the same night that a military base in
the village was attacked. Local sources say that children
and young people have been abducted in Cabo Delgado
over the past four years, with many of the victims forced
to become soldiers for insurgent forces. Residents have
been seen leaving Nova Zambézia in recent days for fear of
clashes in surrounding areas.
Central African Republic
16 March 2022: Multiple civilians killed during attacks in
Vakaga
Local sources have reported that at least 32 civilians were
killed in two separate attacks by Russian mercenaries in
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Vakaga prefecture on Friday. Wagner operatives raided
the village of Gordile and opened fire on civilians as they
attempted to flee, killing 20 people and injuring 100 others.
In the village of Tiringouli the mercenaries killed 12 people,
including a former Popular Front for the Rebirth of
Central African Republic (FPRC) general. The incidents have
followed a series of other attacks by mercenaries that have
occurred in several other nearby villages in recent weeks.
Tanzania
21 March 2022: Multiple killed in bus accident in Morogoro
Region
At least 22 people were killed and 32 others were injured
after a head-on collision in Morogoro Region on Friday.
The accident occurred in Melela Kibaoni when a truck
attempted to overtake a motorcycle and crashed into a bus.
Following the accident, Tanzanian President Samia Suluhu
Hassan sent a message of condolence on Twitter and called
on all motorists to follow traffic rules. Tanzania has seen a
series of fatal traffic accidents, with a collision involving a
coach bus killing four people in the town of Tunduma early
last week.
Kenya
21 March 2022: Two al-Shabaab militants killed in Lamu
Security forces killed two suspected al-Shabaab militants
during an operation in Lamu County on Sunday. The
incident occurred in the Sarira area of Boni Forest when the
security forces clashed with the militants during the
operation, which has been ongoing for years as the
Kenyan government works to remove insurgent groups
from the region. The militants have targeted Kenyan troops
in a series of attacks in the area, which is close to the
border with Somalia.
Ethiopia
31 March 2022: Dozens killed during attack on militant
convoy in Oromia
At least 26 people were killed and 15 others were injured
following an attack in Oromia on Tuesday. Gunmen who
are suspected to be from the neighbouring Amhara region
ambushed a militant convoy passing through the town of
Korke. It has been reported that the suspects contacted
Oromo militia members and confirmed that they were
members of the Fano Amhara militia. The Amhara and
Oromo regions are two ethnically-based regions in
Ethiopia that have experienced an increase in violence in
recent years. Attacks have frequently taken place on both
sides of the border, primarily as a result of land disputes.
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AMERICAS
Oil Crisis Sparks US-Venezuela Rapprochement
On 8 March, US President Joe Biden announced a ban on Russian oil and gas imports in response to their invasion of
Ukraine. With several Western countries announcing plans to reduce Russian energy dependance over time, but OPEC
countries failing to meet the shortfall, the US has now committed to increasing its oil output. However, supply chain
problems, labour shortages, and underinvestment means the US will not be able to meet its demand in the short term,
prompting the US to revisit its relationship with other oil-producing countries, such as Venezuela.
After more than 100 years of relatively smooth diplomatic relations, tensions between the US and Venezuela began to rise
during the rule of President Hugo Chávez and became worse under current President Nicolás Maduro, both of whom the
US accused of repression and corruption. Despite the tensions, the US and Venezuela continued being important trading
partners, moving some $50b in oil barrels per year between them. However, in 2008, the US moved to sanction Venezuela
due to alleged human rights abuses and corruption, while the Maduro regime officially cut ties with the US in 2019 after
President Trump recognized opposition leader Juan Guaidó as Venezuela’s rightful leader.
In light of the current energy situation, President Biden sent two senior officials in order to conduct talks with the Maduro
regime in Mexico earlier in March. Only a week after the talks, Venezuela released two jailed US citizens and announced
plans to renew talks with the opposition. The measures received criticism in both countries, with Venezuelans concerned
that the US would be lifting sanctions and buying petroleum instead of aiding its development (or lack thereof) towards
democracy and freedom. On the other hand, US citizens deemed the measures hypocritical due to their historical stance
on socialism and dictatorships, but President Biden assured that its policy towards Venezuela would not shift.
Going forward, the US has admitted, despite being the world’s largest producer of crude oil, that it could not meet full
energy independence. Additionally, OPEC countries expressed reluctance to adjust oil production at the risk of driving
down prices. With the US needing more supply, Washington has few options as to how to cover its energy demands.
Normalizing relations with Venezuela, even though they could be perceived as the endorsement of a government that the
US itself does not recognize as legitimate, is the only viable short-term option. Since desperate times call for desperate
measures, the US is being pushed to revisit its relationships with oil-producing countries such as Venezuela, despite their
historical differences. The latter is faced with an opportunity that experts say should be taken full advantage of and should
benefit the Maduro regime, whilst further worrying the opposition and millions of Venezuelan citizens.
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Haiti
11 March 2022: Journalists protest police brutality in
Port-au-Prince
Authorities in Ouest reported that dozens of people, mostly
journalists, staged a protest in Port-au-Prince yesterday.
The demonstrators marched from Champs-de-Mars along
John Brown Avenue, towards Delmas in order to protest
police brutality against journalists.
USA
17 March 2022: Hundreds protest Florida House Bill in
New York City
Authorities in New York reported some 600 people staged
a protest in Queens yesterday. The protest was staged
outside Citi Field stadium in Queens, where demonstrators
expressed their discontent with Florida’s House Bill 1557.
Bolivia
17 March 2022: Clashes between protesters and security
forces reported in La Paz
Authorities in Bolivia reported clashes amongst protesters
and security forces in La Paz yesterday. The protest was
reported from the CNB Bridge through the Ministry of
Education building on Arce Avenue. The demonstrators
were mainly teachers who were met with tear gas fired by
police.
Argentina
18 March 2022: Thousands protest IMF debt settlement in
Buenos Aires
Authorities in Argentina reported that thousands of people
staged a protest yesterday in Buenos Aires. The
demonstrators gathered outside the National Congress
building at around 17:30 local time in order to protest the
government’s decision to a debt settlement with the IMF.
Mexico
21 March 2022: Six people shot and killed in Ciudad
Victoria
Six people were shot and killed in Ciudad Victoria,
Tamaulipas yesterday evening. The incident took place on
Ingenieros Street, in the Bertha del Avellano
neighbourhood, at around 21:00 local time. According to
reports, an armed group raided a residence and shot the
entire family. No arrests have been reported.
Chile
22 March 2022: Individuals steal 56 military-grade
weapons from IDIC in Santiago
Authorities in Chile reported that a group of individuals
stole at least 56 military-grade weapons from the Army
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Research and Control Insititute (IDIC) yesterday. The IDIC,
located in Pedro Montt, Santiago, was ransacked at around
00:00 - 01:00 local time. The incident remains under
investigation.
Brazil
22 March 2022: Belo Horizonte subway workers enter
second day of strike
Authorities in Minas Gerais reported that subway workers
in Belo Horizonte entered their second day of strike earlier
today. The workers are protesting against the federal
government’s decision to hand over the subway to the
private sector. Metro services have been affected as the
trains are now running from 10:00 through 17:00 local time
on a reduced scale.
Paraguay
24 March 2022: Eight injured, 19 arrested during clashes in
Caaguazú
Eight people were injured and 19 others were arrested
following clashes between police and protesters in
Caaguazú, Caaguazú State yesterday evening. The incident
took place at KM 174 of the PY-02 Highway at around
22:00 local time. According to reports, police fired rubber
bullets and tear gas at demonstrators as they pelted stones
and projectiles at the security forces.
El Salvador
27 March 2022: State of emergency over gang killings
A state of emergency has been declared in El Salvador after
62 gang-related murders were recorded on Saturday. The
new powers, which will allow police to carry out arrests
without a warrant, will be in place for 30 days. In a
statement, police said that four leaders of the Mara
Salvatrucha (MS-13) gang had been arrested in response to
the killings. The majority of the murders were reported in La
Libertad, San Salvador and Ahuachapan.
Colombia
29 March 2022: Eleven FARC dissidents killed, four
arrested after shootout in Puerto Leguízamo
At least 11 FARC dissidents were killed and two others
were injured following a shootout in Puerto Leguízamo
earlier today. The clashes occurred as security forces
clamped down on extensive coca cultivations in Putumayo,
which has been controlled by FARC dissidents recently.
According to reports, four FARC dissidents were arrested at
the scene.
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ASIA
Ukraine War Heightens Tensions in Asia Pacific
As the biggest country in Asia, the impact of the Ukraine-Russia war on China has significant implications for the wider region. The Asia
Pacific region is bracing for a further straining of US-China relations as the war in Ukraine once again sees the two superpowers on
opposite sides of major global events. China has been reluctant to distance itself from Russia – a key ally – and has refused to condemn
the Russian military objective in Ukraine, or even recognise the offensive as an invasion. However, Beijing’s decision to hold off on
publicly backing Russia actually says more about China’s internal struggles than it does about Beijing’s position on Ukraine.
Chinese-Taiwan tensions have risen in recent weeks, as the Taiwanese population empathises with the plight of Ukraine. An increase
in aerial incursions of Taiwan’s Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) is reflective of Beijing’s awareness of parallels between the two
situations, in which both Ukraine and Taiwan see themselves as the victims of larger aggressors staking a claim over their territory. There
have been growing concerns that, as Russia and China maintain good relations amid the crisis, Beijing may be encouraged to launch a
similar military assault on Taiwan, or at the very least increase aggression in the region. One of the key reasons for this fear, is that China
may hope to exploit the fact that the US and the rest of the West are currently distracted with the immediacy of what’s happening in
Ukraine. However, this fear has not materialised thus far and there are potential lessons for China to learn from the Ukraine invasion,
which might include Moscow’s failure to recognise the far-ranging impact of economic sanctions imposed by the West. Russia also failed
to anticipate the fierce intensity with which Ukrainian people have defended their country. These two factors – international assistance
for Ukraine and volunteer defence forces - have arguably contributed the most towards preventing Russian forces from gaining as much
ground as Moscow hoped, despite the Kremlin’s insistence the operation in Ukraine has gone to plan so far. Furthermore, while it’s true
the US is pre-occupied with Ukraine, increased defence spending in Europe means the continent is on course to return to a more
muscular geopolitical force – potentially freeing up US resources instead of occupying them. China will be reluctant to miscalculate
something which could fundamentally shift the international security dynamics in the Asia Pacific region.
The Ukraine war poses a difficult question in general for smaller territories in the Asia Pacific region, such as Taiwan, as they ask
themselves how well they would fare in the event of an invasion. The poor justifications for Russia’s invasion and violation of
international law have also contributed towards increased feelings of insecurity in the region. The global framework for the
preservation of peace and law and order has been severely damaged, undermining the principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity
worldwide, but especially for small nations. This will lead to an increase in defence spending and a more pertinent focus on trust in
international relations. Strategic military alliances have never been so important, and the concept of nuclear deterrence has become
more and more inviting to Western allies in the region, such as South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan, with the latter
understood to be considering hosting US nuclear weapons bases.
It is also no coincidence that in the weeks following the invasion of Ukraine, North Korea has massively ramped up testing of missiles,
including intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), despite international bans and sanctions preventing it from doing so. South Korea
has expressed concerns that with global attention focused on Europe, it has freed up space for Pyongyang to conduct strategic
provocations. It’s believed one possible motive for North Korea conducting more missile tests is that it seeks to gain leverage against
the international community in the face of increased global insecurity and uncertainty. However, observers have pointed out that with
Western powers preoccupied, Pyongyang is unlikely to gain enough international attention. Instead, it’s theorised that North Korea is
taking advantage of the reduced likelihood of global consequence for conducting banned tests as it grows its national defence, and
potentially, its nuclear capability – although if a nuclear test were to be conducted, the global response would likely be quick and harsh,
due to heightened tensions surrounding the risk of nuclear war. It’s worth remembering that North Korea and Russia have a long history
of good relations, with Pyongyang expressing support for neighbouring Russia and even going one step further, taking a leaf out of
Putin’s playbook and blaming the US for causing the crisis in Ukraine. By portraying the US as a belligerent villain, Pyongyang has already
domestically justified its military build-up as a form of necessary self-defence.
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Pakistan
9 March 2022: Suspected militant killed in Karachi shooting
A suspected member of the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)
militant group has reportedly been shot dead by two
unidentified assailants in Karachi. The suspect was killed
during an incident in the Akhtar Colony, when two
unknown gunmen approached him on a motorbike and
opened fire before immediately fleeing the scene.
Philippines
11 March 2022: Security forces kill two NPA rebels in
Isabela
Two suspected members of the New People’s Army (NPA)
rebel group have allegedly been killed and a third NPA rebel
has also been arrested following a security operation in
the Isabela area of Negros Occidental. The operation was
conducted by the national security forces near the village
of Amin sometimes within the last 48 hours. Armed clashes
broke out, which resulted in two suspects being shot dead
while the third was detained. Various firearms and
ammunition have also been seized.

Sri Lanka
22 March 2022: Troops deployed amid fuel shortage
protests
Sri Lanka has deployed troops as fuel shortage protests
worsen. The crisis-hit island nation has ordered troops
onto streets as protests erupt among thousands of people
queueing daily for scarce fuel. Soldiers are helping to
distribute fuel at stations, meanwhile, at least three people
are reported to have died whilst queuing in long lines. All
three were elderly citizens.
Myanmar
23 March 2022: Soldier killed amid clashes in Karen
A member of the junta regime forces has reportedly been
killed amid fighting in the Karen state. The soldier was
allegedly shot dead amid a gunfight with suspected
members of the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA)
and local anti-junta resistance groups. The clash broke out
on Monday, at a military outpost near Mawkhi village. The
KNLA and resistance rebels are alleged to have captured
the outpost.

Japan
16 March 2022: Powerful earthquake hits north-east Japan
A powerful earthquake has hit north-eastern Japan, leaving
some two million people without power. The national
meteorological agency issued a tsunami warning for coastal
areas following the 7.3-magnitude quake. According to the
US Geological Survey (USGS), the earthquake struck at a
depth of 63km around 57km north-east of Namie. There
have not been any immediate reports of casualties.

Afghanistan
28 March 2022: Protests held over girls’ school closures
A group of over two dozen girls and women have staged
protests outside the Ministry of Education building in Kabul
to demonstrate against the Taliban’s closure of recently
reopened girls schools. Protesters called for secondary
schools to be reopened once more for girls and marched for
a short distance, holding banners reading: “Education is our
fundamental right, not a political plan”.

Bangladesh
18 March 2022: Three wounded after mob attacks temple
in Dhaka
At least three people have been wounded after a mob
attacked a temple in Dhaka. Around 200 people stormed
the ISKCON Radhakanta temple on Thursday evening while
worshippers gathered for the Buddha Purnima celebration.
Police were called to restore order, while ISKCON Kolkata
Vice President Radharamn Das said the government needed
to do more to provide security for minority groups.

Indonesia
28 March 2022: Papua navy post attacked
An Indonesian navy post has reportedly been attacked by
an armed group in the Papua province. The attack took
place over the weekend in the Kenyam area of Nduga,
Papua. According to local sources, at least one fatality has
been confirmed following the attack, along with another
nine casualties. It’s claimed the armed group seized various
explosives from the post before fleeing the scene.

China
21 March 2022: Eastern Airlines plane crashes in Guangxi
A Chinese Eastern Airlines carrying 133 people has crashed
in Guangxi province. Flight MU5735 was flying from
Kunming to Guangzhou when it came down around an hour
into the journey. Rescue operations are underway but it is
not yet clear if there are any survivors.
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Australia
29 March 2022: Heavy rain sparks NSW flood evacuations
Heavy rainfall in parts of New South Wales (NSW) has
sparked fresh evacuations amid concerns of flash floods
along a 500km-long stretch of the state’s northern
coastline. Authorities have warned of potentially
life-threatening flooding as downpours hit the area for the
second time this month.
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War and Wheat: How the Ukraine Conflict Threatens Food Security
On 14 March 2022 UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres issued a statement addressing the potential impact of the
war in Ukraine on global food security: “We must do everything possible to avert a hurricane of hunger and a meltdown
of global food systems”. Ukraine and Russia have long been referred to as the ‘granary of Europe’. The two countries
account for 15 percent of global wheat production and nearly 30 percent of world exports. As the conflict intensified,
Ukraine banned wheat exports to avoid starvation of its citizens. Following the sanctions imposed on Moscow, the Kremlin
threatened to halt exports, as well as blocking Ukrainian shipments from the Black Sea. This resulted in the price of wheat
soaring on global markets. The Middle East and North Africa are starting to experience the ‘hurricane of hunger’ described
by Guterres, as many countries rely on Russian and Ukrainian exports to satisfy their internal demand. In this article the
impact on Egypt, Tunisia, Lebanon and Syria will be addressed, although other countries in the region are also significantly
affected. As we discussed in February’s edition of InTouch Monthly, Yemen is on the edge of famine, and after almost a
decade of conflict, the country is a recipient of the largest WFP project with 60 million beneficiaries. The rise in the cost of
wheat could compromise the programme and have tremendous consequences for the population.
Egypt
Egypt is the world’s leading wheat importer. The country imports 60 percent of its wheat, and of that, 80 percent is made
up of Russian and Ukrainian exports. Limited exports and soaring prices have made the price of flour increase by 15
percent. This could lead to a rise of the price of subsidized bread in the country for the first time in 30 years. When the
country raised the price of subsided bread in 1977 it sparked riots. In 2008, under former president Mubarak, wheat
shortages triggered further social disorder. In 2011 one of the popular chants during the revolution was ‘Bread, freedom
and social justice!’. Beyond the immediate importance in relation to food security, social unrest is also a potential
consequence of the price rises and the scarcity of basic goods such as wheat and flour. According to local experts and
former minister of agriculture Ahmed El-Leithy, much of the dependence of Egypt on foreign wheat exports is due to a lack
of political will to increase internal production. According to the former minister, over the last 40 years planting wheat has
never been a priority for the country’s governments. Local experts also point out that the Sinai Peninsula and the Al-Salam
canal could allow for significantly higher domestic production, yet the area only presents 60,000 acres of wheat crops,
whilst the government opted for the development of tourism villages in the area. Experts also point to the underfunding
of agriculture research centres and the lack of government support for local farmers as key reasons for the reliance on
foreign exports and limited domestic production.
Tunisia
Tunisia has been severely affected by the scarcity and rise of the price of wheat and other related products. Nearly half
of the country’s exports come from Ukraine. The soaring price of wheat is exacerbating the scarcity of goods such as rice,
oils, semolina, bread and flour, which are all subsidised. This is pushing retailers to limit the stock sold to consumers. These
events are taking place during a financial crisis and soaring inflation. The scarcity of the above-mentioned goods, now
mostly found on the black market at much higher prices, is having a significant impact on the population. These events
could trigger further social unrest, in a country which has been experiencing a financial and political crisis since July 2021,
when President Kais Saied ousted the government and parliament under what were referred to as ‘exceptional measures’.
Last week he announced that he had dissolved parliament after lawmakers met and voted to overturn his earlier policies.
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Lebanon
Once an upper middle-income country and hosting the largest number of refugees pro capita, Lebanon is in the third year
of a severe economic political and social crisis. Around 22 per cent of the population is currently food insecure. Shortages
of essential goods and mistrust in the country’s political and economic elites are taking a severe toll on the country. The
latest rise in wheat prices could have further negative consequences on the population. According to the WFP, prices of
food commodities have risen more than 1,000 percent since October 2019. The price of bread has been fluctuating over
recent years, yet the government has managed to somehow absorb the spike through the subsidies from the Central Bank.
The issue is that these subsidies are now gradually being removed as the Central Bank is overstretched. The
subsidies programme on essential goods which started in 2020 is draining Lebanese foreign reserves. Cash injections
aimed at keeping the market afloat are limiting even more the Central Bank’s room for manoeuvre. As opposed to other
countries in the region, Lebanon has an important agricultural sector, yet this is not able to address the immediate wheat
demand, only making up for 18 percent of the country’s total supply. According to experts, future food security could in
principle be achievable with more investment in the agriculture sector; however, that is unlikely at present given the
current financial crisis.
Syria
Syria is heavily dependent on Russian wheat exports, importing more than 1.5 million tonnes of product per year.
Domestic production is not able to satisfy the internal demand and the largest crops are in the north-east of the
country, much of which is not controlled by the regime. In 2021 the country saw its worst harvest in fifty years, as a result
of droughts and a rise in the price of fertilizers and diesel fuel. Twelve million Syrians, almost 60 percent of the total
population of the country, are food insecure. Since January the regime has removed over 600,000 families from the
subsidies programme, causing outrage among the population.
Summary
These four countries share a number of key structural issues that, in addition to the rising prices and scarcity of wheat
following the conflict in Ukraine, could seriously harm food security in the region. All four countries faced difficult
economic conditions before the current crisis, and all but Egypt have been forced to lift subsidies on basic goods, although
President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi has called for a rise in the price of bread. This step could have a disastrous effect for the
people of these countries, not only for the immediate rise of prices and difficulty in acquiring goods, but also in relation to
security and social unrest, as witnessed decades ago in Egypt. They also share a significant imbalance between the
domestic production and importation of wheat, and are also impacted by climate change. Droughts have significantly
affected crops both in the Maghreb and the Levant, again a common burden that all four countries share. To conclude, as
with many European countries in relation to oil and gas, we can note how the dependence on natural resources from
Russia, and in this case also Ukraine, is a significant challenge for countries in the Middle East and North Africa.
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Sudan
10 March 2022: Security forces raid commission
investigating 2019 massacre
The Sudanese security forces have raided the offices of a
commission investigating the killing of protesters in
Khartoum in 2019. The head of the commission, Nail
Adeeb, told reporters that men in uniforms took over
control of the building on Monday. Human rights lawyers
have denounced the move and said it was illegal for anyone
accused of a crime to seize documents that might be used
as evidence against them in a criminal trial. Dozens of
people were killed when troops opened fire on protesters
who were camped outside the military headquarters in the
capital in June 2019.
Saudi Arabia
11 March 2022: Drone strike targets oil refinery, Riyadh
An oil refinery has been targeted in a drone strike in Riyadh.
“The refinery’s operations and supplies of petroleum and
its derivatives were not affected,” an energy ministry official
told the SPA news agency. The Houthi rebel group has
carried out multiple attacks against infrastructure in Saudi
Arabia.
Morocco
14 March 2022: Police clash with football supporters in
Rabat
More than 100 police officers have been wounded in
clashes with football supporters in Rabat. Officials said 160
people were arrested during the unrest, which
erupted on Sunday at the end of a match between AS FAR
and Maghreb de Fez. “At this stage of the investigation,
a lot of damage to the facilities at the Moulay-Abdallah
stadium has been recorded. A motorcycle was set on fire
and 33 police and private vehicles were also damaged,” said
the General Directorate of National Security (DGSN) in a
statement.
Algeria
14 March 2022: President Tebboune bans export of basic
foods
President Abdelmadjid Tebboune has banned the export of
foodstuff that the country does not produce internally. The
ban covers sugar, vegetable oil, pasta, semolina and wheat
derivatives, along with frozen meat products. Tebboune
made the decision in response to the global rise in food
prices caused by the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
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Israel
23 March 2022:Four killed in shopping centre attack
Four people have been killed and several others wounded
in an attack at a shopping centre in southern Israel. Three
people were stabbed to death before a fourth was hit by a
vehicle at the BIG shopping centre in Beer Sheva. The
suspect was shot dead by a bus driver at the scene. The
Shin Bet security agency named him as 33-year-old
Muhammad Galeb Ahmad Abu Alqian, an Israel Arab man
who was previously jailed over links to the Islamic State (IS)
group. “A civilian took the initiative and shot and killed him,”
police spokesman Eli Levy.
Libya
29 March 2022: UN mission documents abuse and mass
graves
UN investigators have documented evidence of human
rights abuses at secret detention centres in Libya. “We have
uncovered further evidence that the human rights violations
experienced by detainees in Libya are widespread,
systematic or both,” Mohamed Auajjar, the chair of the
Independent Fact-Finding Mission on Libya (FFM), said in
a statement on Tuesday. The mission is also investigating
claims that there are mass graves in Bani Walid. The report
will be presented to the Human Rights Council on
Wednesday.
Iraq
29 March 2022: Mob attacks KDP offices in Baghdad
A mob of pro-Iran supporters attacked the offices of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) in Baghdad. The crowd
gathered after former KDP candidate Naif Jardo Ahmed
al-Gargari tweeted criticism of the senior Shia authority
in Iraq, Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, whose birthplace is
Mashhad in Iran. Vandal set fire to the building in the
Karrada district in the early hours of Monday morning,
while al-Gargari later apologised and claimed his account
had been hacked.
Syria
29 March 2022: Ten wounded in Afrin school shooting
At least 10 children have been wounded in a shooting at a
school in the north-western Afrin region. The Hawar News
Agency (ANHA) said “a group of mercenaries belonging to
the Turkish occupying forces named al-Hamazat opened
machine gun fires on a school in occupied Afrin’s Mirkan
village.” According to reports, the assailants were trying to
detain a Kurdish teacher at the school.
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